
INTRODUCTION 
 
 

DIVISION OF 
PROPRIETARY 
INTERESTS IN 
LAND 

Property A bundle of rights (the proprietary interest) exercisable against others 

4 main 
interests 

The PI in an object may be held by one person or a group of persons at any given 
time. The elements of the interest may be divided up among a number of persons 
in a variety of ways: 
1. Doctrine of tenure: interests in land divided spatially 
2. Doctrine of estates: fragmentation of interests on a temporal basis 
3. Doctrine of trusts: fragmented according to jurisdiction 
4. Native title: systemic division of proprietary interests in land 

DOCTRINE OF 
TENURE 
 
Spatial 
fragmentation of 
proprietary 
interests 

Doctrine 

Roots of the doctrine lie in the economic and political interstices of the feudal 
system.  
 
Mode of holding land where one person (the ‘tenant’) holds lands from (or ‘of’) 
another subject to the performance of certain obligations; different tenants have a 
range of entitlements tied to particular parcels of land. 
 
Created system of proprietary rights: all those below the Crown had limited rights 
to the land and owed obligations/services to the party immediately above them in 
the pyramid. E.g. King > Tenant in Chief > Mesne Lord > Tenant in Demense 
 
“Tenure connotes fragmentation in a spatial dimension [as] it allowed for a 
number of overlapping rights to subsist over one particular parcel of land” 

Current 
significance 

No practical significance in contemporary Aus land law, however: 
 
• Still formally part of Australian law: the idea that land is formally held by the 

Crown; all land titles originate from a Crown grant (Mabo (2)) 
• Modern landlord-tenant r’ships resemble earlier tenurial r’ships 
• Until Mabo (2), doctrine of tenure operated to obstruct recognition of NT 

DOCTRINE OF 
ESTATES 
 
Temporal 
fragmentation of 
proprietary 
interests 

Definition Allows multiple people to have an interest in land for different times (e.g. 
leasehold: tenant has a present right to possession, landlord has future right) 

Fee simple 

The greatest interest in land recognised by CL. 
 
“An estate in fee simple is for almost all practical purposes, the equivalent of full 
ownership” (Gumana v NT). Estate continues indefinitely, can be passed 
on/sold by owner 

Fee tail Similar to fee simple but can only be passed down to specific heirs; abolished in 
NSW. 

Life estate 

Interest in land granted to a person for life; terminates upon their death. Upon 
estate holder’s death, interest is transferred to remainderman, who receives a fee 
simple estate. 
 
A life tenant can alienate their rights, but only for the duration of their life (once 
they die, their interest revers to the remainderman, regardless of whether someone 
has bought it) 

Leasehold 
estates 
 
(Personal 
property) 

Fixed-term lease: lease for a fixed period; expires automatically 
 
Periodic tenancy: does not terminate until appropriate notice is given 
 
Tenancy at will: no defined duration; either party may terminate 
 
Tenancy at sufferance: tenant takes possession pursuant to a lease but 
wrongfully remains in possession after lease is terminated 
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INSTRUMENTS 
VOID FOR 
DEFECTS 
OTHER THAN 
FORGERY 

Registration of 
void 
instruments 
rendered 
indefeasible 
not confined 
to forgery 
(Story v 
Advance 
Australia 
Bank) 

Morton v Black: Unauthorised alteration by the mortgagor’s solicitor did not 
affect the rights of the mortgagee 
 
Spina: Registration of a mortgagee executed by an attorney acting beyond the 
powers conferred by a power of attorney 
 
Consolidated Development v Holt: Registration of an instrument invalid at 
CL because of the rule against perpetuities 
 
Horvath: Mortgage given by a minor was indefeasible 
 
Co-op Property Developments v Comm Bank: Reg of an invalidly executed 
mortgage gave mortgagee an indefeasible title in the absence of fraud 

IND. OF THE 
TERMS IN A 
REGISTERED 
INSTRUMENT 

Covenants are an essential part of a registered lease (incorporated term) 
 
The first in time takes priority/is indefeasible between a covenant/leasehold interest + a mortgage 
interest 
 
Indefeasible interests (e.g. option for renewal) will expire if the time for their exercise expires 
 
Mercantile Credits v Shell 
• Tenant’s lease agreement had a covenant with an option of renewal of their lease after 5 years. 

Landlord defaulted on payment of their mortgage. Mortgagee [lender] wished to claim their 
rights to sell the land.   

• Held: Tenant’s right of renewal prevailed over mortgage as it was registered first in time.  
• Right of renewal is so intimately connected with the lease that it should be regarded as part of 

the lease and entitled to the same priority as the lease.  
• Does not extend to a personal right created by a covenant.   

 
Karacomiakis v Big Country affirmed Mercantile Credits: A covenant to pay rent is an essential 
and intimate part of the interest created upon registration 

IND. IN A VOID 
MORTGAGE 

Is the borrower’s covenant to pay enforceable on registration of a void/forged mortgage? (they 
didn’t take out the mortgage, but their property is secured as security) 
 
Approach 1 – Full indefeasibility: Lender can hold the RP personally liable for the debt. The 
indefeasibility of a registered mortgage “plainly” extends to the borrower’s covenant to pay: 
Scorpion Hotels 
 
Approach 2 – No indefeasibility: While the mortgagor’s security interest is indefeasible, the 
covenant to pay is not (Grgic v ANZ). The HCA indirectly supported this approach in Gumland v 
Duffy, when they said that the mortgagor’s covenant to pay does not touch and concern the land 
 
Approach 3 – Limited indefeasibility: The personal covenant to pay is made enforceable by 
registration only to the extent necessary to make the mortgagee’s security interest effective: Duncan 
(not endorsed in NSW) 
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• A tenancy at will lasts until determined by notice of either party (or 
death/attempt to assign lease) 

• May require period of reasonable notice to be given before it is effectively 
determined (Landale v Menzies) 

• Usually created by implication of law (e.g. person takes possession of land 
pursuant to an informal lease before rent is paid) 

• In the absence of agreement, tenant is liable to pay a reasonable sum for 
his/her use of land (Zegir v Woop) 

 
Tenancy at sufferance (exception) 

• On expiry of lease, tenant holds over (remains in possession) without the 
assent/dissent of landlord 

2. Exclusive 
possession 
(EP) 
  
(Radaich v 
Smith) 

For a lease to be valid, it must confer upon the tenant EP of the premises, 
otherwise it will be a contractual licence and not a lease (Radaich v Smith) 
Note, EP will not = lease unless there is also certainty of duration (Wilson v 
Meudon) 
 
EP will exist if they can exclude strangers and the landlord from the premises and 
maintain an action of ejectment or trespass 
 
If there is EP, there is a lease and not a licence (Radaich v Smith), therefore, 
determine whether the parties intended the instrument to confer EP (based on 
conduct and circumstances, not words or labels) (Radaich v Smith). A licence 
may give you a right of occupation or access, but will not give you an estate in land 
like a lease does 
 
The true test of a supposed lease is whether EP is conferred upon the 
putative lessee (Addiscombe Garden Estates) 
 
Exception: landlord can reserve a limited right of entry (e.g. right to view or 
repair) (Radaich v Smith) 
 
The tenant has control of the premises: If tenant has the ability to lock up the 
premises etc, this would indicate EP: Radaich v Smith	
 
T has the right to exclude all others: `L will usually retain right to enter and 
inspect the premises – not considered an infringement of the T’s right to EP. If 
the grant was merely a licence, the L would not need to make an express grant for 
inspection 
 
There are covenants to give up possession at the end of the grant: suggests 
lease because it contemplates EP during the use of the grant  
 
There are covenants against assignment: shows the grantor contemplated an 
estate in land and would favour the right of EP, since licenses cannot be assigned 
(as they are purely personal rights) 
 

The court looks to the substance, not the form of the grant  
The fact that parties call the grant a “license” or a “lease” in the document is 
irrelevant (Radaich v Smith)  
 
The court looks at the nature of the premises and the business 	
If the business carried on by the grantee is one that would require exclusive 
possession, the court may be more willing to find that they were granted it. 
If the grant allows some parts of the land to be used exclusively and others to be 
shared = licence rather than a lease: Lewis v Bell   
 
If it is still not clear whether it is a lease or a license by this point, the courts can 
look at the intention of the parties to determine whether they intended to grant 
and receive exclusive possession: Lewis v Bell 
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Sublease  

Distinction between assignment and sublease 
• Assignment occurs where T1 transfers complete residue of the term of the 

lease to a third party (assignee/T2) – T2 steps into T1’s shoes to become 
tenant  

o Destroys POE between L & T1, creates POE between L & T2  
• A sublease occurs where T1 grants a lease to a third party (ST) for a period 

of time less than the remaining term of the lease 
o POE between LL & T1 not affected 
o No POE between LL & ST  

 
Enforceability of covenants after sublease  
• L can only enforce covenants against ST indirectly (e.g. by forfeiture of the 

head lease, or by seeking damages against T1) 
• However, ST may be able to get relief against forfeiture of the head 

lease under CA s. 129(2) and CA s. 130(1) 
• ST can only enforce against LL indirectly, through T1  

Legal 
assignment 
of equitable 
lease/ 
Equitable 
assignment 
of legal lease 

If the assignment of a lease is only effective in equity, there will be no POE and 
POC > the registered assignor will remain liable because there will still be POE 
between them and the L (Karacominakis) 
• Therefore, L will sue T1 (legal tenant) for breach of covenant, and T1 has a 

right to indemnity/recoupment from T2 (equitable tenant): Moule v Garrett 
 
CA s. 23B (assurances in land must be by deed) applies to unregistered 
assignments in land under the Torrens system – assignment of an oral lease that is 
not registered or made by deed will be ineffective at law: Chronopoulos v Caltex 

Assignment 
of reversion 

Assignment of the reversion occurs where the original lessor/landlord sells and 
transfers their interest in the fee simple to the assignee (new landlord), subject to 
the lease 
• LL1 and LL2 have POC, but no POE 
• LL1 and T1 have privity of contract, but no privity of estate 
• LL2 and T1 have privity of estate, but no privity of contract 

 
Under the CA, the benefit (s. 117) and burden (s. 118) of every covenant in the 
lease which ‘has reference to the subject matter of the lease’ runs with the 
reversion 	
	
‘Having reference to the subject matter of the lease’ = same as ‘touching and 
concerning the land’ (Davis v Town Properties) 
 
Examples of covenants that touch and benefit the land: 	
• Renew the lease (Weg Motors v Hale), repair (Williams v Earle), insure 

against fire (Vernon v Smith), use as a dwelling house (Wilkinson v 
Rogers), not to assign without consent (Cohen v Popular Restaurants)  
 

Examples of covenants that do not touch and benefit the land: 
• Covenant requiring the landlord to compensate tenant for non-renewal (Re 

Hunter’s Lease), to repair chattels on the land (Williams v Earle) 
 
Liability of T1 to LL1 
• LL1 can only sue T1 for breaches of covenants that do not touch and 

concern the land, and only or breaches which occur prior to assignment: 
Ashmore v Eaton  

 
Liability of LL1 to T1 
• There is still POC between LL1 and T1, but T1 can only enforce personal 

covenants that do not touch and concern the land (because any covenants 
that touch and concern the land are annexed to it and therefore go with the 
reversion to LL2)  

 
Liability of T1 to LL2: 
• LL2 has the right to enforce covenants which touch and concern the land 
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SEVERANCE 
OF JOINT 
TENANCY 
 
A JT may be 
severed inter 
vivos (while 
parties alive), and 
thus become a 
TIC by 
destruction of at 
least one of the 4 
unities 
 

Severance by 
unilateral 
action 

 
• By alienation to a third-party: transfer to a stranger.   
• By alienation to self: s. 97 RPA: register a transfer to oneself, no 

accompanying CT required.  
• By declaration of trust: s. 23C(1)(b) CA: Someone can declare a trust if 

the declaration is in writing + owner of the property signs it.  
 

Grant of a Torrens mortgage (Guthrie v ANZ) or lease given by one JT of the 
fee simple (Frieze v Unger) does not sever joint tenancy:   
 
Corin v Patton  
§ Unilateral severance of tenancy only occurs when legal or equitable estate is 

transferred. Only effective if she did all that was necessary for her to do in 
order to effect a transfer.   

§ A statement of intention, without more, does not affect the unity of title – 
not sufficient 
  

McNab v Earle   
• JT unilaterally executed a memorandum of transfer purporting to transfer 

her interest to herself as a TIC to sever the tenancy.  
• No severance. Memo was not registered, so no effect in law or equity.  

 
Costin v Costin  
• Father and one son were JTs. Father wished to transfer his share to other 

son. Executed a transfer of interest, signed an authority to his lawyers but 
they refused to register the CT without the authority of the other son.  

• Gift not perfect as donee required authority of other JT to register 
 

Wright v Gibbons  
• 3 sisters were JTs. In an attempt to sever the JT, 2 sisters executed a 

document where each transferred their share to the other. Document was 
registered with each sister thereafter registered as TIC. 

• The registration of the transfer was effective to bring about a severance 
• “Where JT alienates interest to a stranger, the joint tenancy is severed and 

the alienee becomes a TIC as to an undivided share of the land.” 
• A, B, C are joint tenants and A alienates to D > D owns 1/3 TIC and B and 

C still own 2/3 as JTS 
 

Lyons v Lyons A mortgage of Torrens system land by one joint tenant did not 
sever JT 

 
Guthrie v ANZ An equitable mortgage will not sever JT.  

Severance by 
agreement 

JT will be severed if co-owners agree: Williams v Hensman 
 
Statutory formalities will not apply (Abela v Public Trustee): Agreement to 
sever so co-owners TIC in equity, will be JT at law until requisite formalities met 
(Lyons v Lyons) 
 
Re Pozzi 
• Separated couple made an agreement (registered under the Family Law Act) 

that the wife could live in the house until certain events occured, at which 
point they will sell and divide the proceeds. The husband died before the 
events happened.  

• JT was severed from the moment of the agreement. Severance occurred 
regardless of the conditions satisfied, half the share passed to the husband’s 
estate. 

 
Calabrese v Miucco 
• An oral agreement to split proceeds of a joint bank account held to sever JT 

by mutual agreement (writing not reqd, not involving land).  
 
Abela v Public Trustee 
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TACKING 
RULE 
 

Rule 

The 1st mortgagee has a right to tack further advances onto the mortgage, as long 
as there is no notice of a subsequent mortgage. 
 
Right to tack depends on absence of notice. If a mortgagee [lender] makes 
further advances without notice of a subsequent mortgage, his security will prevail 
over the subsequent mortgage.  
 
If the lender makes further advances after receiving notice of a subsequent 
mortgage, his priority is limited to the amount owing under the mortgage at the 
date of receiving the notice: Hopkinson v Rolt.  

 

Details 

This rule provides incentive for subsequent mortgagees [lenders] to give notice to 
the 1st mortgagee, as it jeopardises the status of the 2nd mortgagee who may be 
‘squeezed out’ by the enlarging of the 1st  mortgage. 
• Notice given to the 1st mortgagee is a condition of the 2nd mortgagee, as it 

allows the 1st mortgagee to determine whether to ‘tack’ further advances on 
• Priority: 1st bank (for 1st advance) > 2nd bank (if they have given notice) > 1st  

bank (tacked amount) 
 
This is a general rule of equity based on fairness, intended to do justice bw 
mortgagees: Hopkinson v Rolt. 
 
General law rule requiring actual notice to 2nd mortgagee applies to mortgages 
registered under the RPA, unless it is inconsistent w the RPA: Mercantile 
Credits v ANZ 
• Knowledge of a later mortgage relieves the 1st mortgagee [lender] of the duty 

to make further advances: West v Williams 
 
Tacking between Torrens system mortgages applies where a 3rd mortgagee obtains 
priority over a 2nd mortgagee by acquiring the legal estate of the 1st mortgagee w/ 
notice of the 2nd mortgage.  
 
If 1st mortgagee retains the CT, subsequent mortgagees should create a caveat 
protecting their interest, which prevents the borrower from creating more 
interests. Any attempt to register subsequent mortgages will result in earlier 
mortgagees being notified.   
  
Registrar General has a duty to notify those affected by a lodgement of a caveat: 
RPA s. 74N 
 
Mercantile Credits v ANZ Bank  
• MC [lender] was secured for all future advances to borrower. Hw, borrower 

executed 2nd mortgage w ANZ. MC had notice of and consented to 2nd  

mortgage. Borrower defaulted. MC exercised power of sale.  
• Notice is required.  
• CL rule: If a mortgagee [lender] makes further advances after he has had 

notice of a subsequent mortgage, his priority is limited to the amount owing 
under the mortgage at the date of the receipt of such notice.  

• This rule applies to mortgages registered under the RPA.  

Exception to 
general rule 

Notice is not required if the further advances go towards increasing the value of 
the mortgaged property asset, as it benefits all subsequent mortgagees: Matzner v 
Clyde Securities.  
 
Matzner v Clyde Securities  
• Builder borrowed money to build the premises as needed. 1st mortgagee did 

not notify 2nd mortgagee of further advances for property improvements. 
• Notice is not necessary if the further advances contribute to the value of the 

security property.  
• Exception to Mercantile, because the further advances after notice were not 

made to diminish the value of the security, but rather to complete the 
buildings and the security on which the mortgage was for. 

• The advances served the interest of all parties.  
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(Clos Farming Estates v Easton) (i.e. pure commercial interests are 
generally not in themselves sufficient, unless DT is the natural place to 
carry out the business or linked to commercial necessity (Clos Farming 
Estates v Easton)  

• Question of whether there is the requisite connection between E and the 
normal enjoyment of the DT property is one of fact, and “depends 
largely on the nature of the alleged DT and the nature of the right 
granted”: Re Ellenborough Park UK  

• As the benefit must be connected with the enjoyment of the land a mere 
personal benefit (e.g. increase in value of property; commercial benefit) 
is not enough (Re Ellenborough Park UK)   

• e.g. a right granted to the purchaser of a house to use a nearby cricket 
ground will not have the requisite connection, however, grant of a right 
to use a nearby garden may be sufficiently connected with normal use of 
the land to constitute an E as “the use of a garden undoubtedly 
enhances, and is connected with, normal enjoyment of the house to 
which it belongs [meaning that] the right granted [would be] closely 
connected with the use and enjoyment of the part of the premises sold” 
(Re Ellenborough Park UK: E re: private garden valid as a private 
garden is an attribute of the ordinary enjoyment of an attached 
residence) 

 
Where DT is later subdivided, raising the question of whether each of 
the subdivided parts gain the benefit of the existing easement 
• Starting point: presumption that an E attaches to each part of the land of 

the DT; therefore, if the E prima facie benefits each of the subdivided 
parts it will attach to those parts unless, as a matter of construction, it 
benefits DT in its original form only: Gallagher v Rainbow 

 

3. Dominant 
and servient 
must not be 
owned and 
occupied by 
the same 
person 

CL rule was that DT and ST cannot be owned & occupied by the same 
person; illustration of the general principle that a person cannot acquire rights 
against themselves. However, this requirement has been largely 
abrogated by statute  
 
CA s 88B(3)(c)(ii) – an E may be created by registration of a plan of 
subdivision to the RgG, even where at the time of registration the ST and DT 
are owned by the same person (applies to Old System land) 
 
CA s. 69 – the above section applies to Torrens land under the RPA 
 
RPA s 46A – a person may create an E despite owning both the ST and DT 
if both parcels are Torrens title 
 
RPA s. 47(1) – an E will continue to exist if the ST and DT come to be held 
by the same person   
 
At CL, a tenant may acquire an E over neighbouring land owned by their 
landlord, despite the fact that the landlord has the fee simple estate in both 
the ST and DT (Borman v Griffith UK); once granted, E will continue to 
bind the landlord and the landlord’s successors in title for the duration of the 
lease. Will be extinguished once ST and DT fall into the ownership and 
occupation of a single person (Cardwell v Walker UK) 
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INTERSECTION 
OF FREEHOLD 
COVENANTS 
WITH PUBLIC 
PLANNING 
REGIMES 

EPAA = 
Environmental 
Planning and 
Assessment 
Act 1979 
(NSW) 

EPAA s. 28(2): “For the purpose of enabling development to be carried out 
in accordance with an environmental planning instrument or in accordance 
with a consent granted under [the EPAA], an environmental planning 
instrument may provide that, to the extent necessary to serve that purpose, a 
regulatory instrument [including a freehold covenant] specified in that 
environmental planning instrument shall not apply to any such development or 
shall apply subject to the modifications specified in that environmental 
planning instrument”  
 
Effect is that the terms of a restrictive covenant are ‘suspended’ by the 
operation of EPAA s. 28 – proceedings cannot be taken for enforcement of 
the covenant or on account of a breach of covenant: Owens v Longhurst  
 
The only terms of the covenant that are ‘suspended’ are the ones that would 
prohibit development (as EPAA s. 28 only applies to the extent necessary to 
enable development to be carried out): Re Thompson  
 
An environmental planning instrument can only override a restrictive covenant 
if the Governor has given prior approval (EPAA s 28(3)); if this formality is 
not complied with, the environmental planning instrument will not override 
the covenant: Cumerlong Holdings v Dalcross  
  
A restrictive covenant is a ‘regulatory instrument’ within the meaning of 
EPAA s. 28(2): Cumerlong Holdings v Dalcross   
 
Private planning regimes must yield to the planning regimes devised by elected 
representatives – however, manner and form requirements of planning 
instruments aim to mitigate the derogation of private property rights by state 
planning legislation: Cumerlong Holdings v Dalcross  
 
If freehold covenants are successful in maintaining the character of an area for 
some time, that area may eventually be protected by council or state heritage 
provisions 
 
Many of the technical limitations of freehold covenants have been overcome 
by strata and community title legislation (which allow both positive and 
negative obligations)  
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